
Features
EuroMir® (Acrylic) Mirror features one of the industries toughest back 

coatings. As a result the reflective qualities of EuroMir® are second 

to none. The toughness of the coating offers practical advantages 

during fabrication as it resists abrasion whilst being handled. 

EuroMir® is lightweight and possesses excellent shatter resistant 

qualities, making it a safer alternative to glass. If broken it will not 

shard, making it ideal for use in areas of high vandalism or where 

children may be present.

Applications
This durable acrylic mirror is ideal for store design and fit outs, visual 

merchandising, slat walls, point-of-purchase displays, decorative 

walls and panels in venues such as night clubs and casinos, 

children’s toys, cosmetic displays, splashbacks and for applications 

in the food service industry or areas where safety is of prime concern.

Dimensions & Thickness  
Gloss & Satin - 2050 x 1525mm or 3050 x 2050mm* Other sizes available 

on application. The standard thickness carried is 3mm, but other 

thicknesses such as 4mm, 6mm and 10mm are available upon request.

Colours
Gloss - Amber, Anthracite, Blue,  

Bronze, Gold, Green, Grey,  

Night Blue, Orange, Pink,  

Purple, Red, Silver, Sky Blue  

& Yellow

Satin - SilverKLASS KUSTOM offers a new dimension to textured acrylic. We can customize the acrylic by 
backspraying it with any colour of automotive metallic paint you desire. The metallic effect is dynamic in 
the way it settles into every crevice of the texture, creating somewhat of a 3D effect that is simply stunning. 
It is ideal for any flat surface paneling or cladding, for example bar front paneling, wall cladding or splash-
backs. It’s all up to your imagination. Create something truly unique with KLASS KUSTOM.

EuroMir® is a high quality, European grade acrylic mirror. 

It is available in a range of colours, in both gloss and  

satin finishes, and comes with a tough durable back coating.
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